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Summary 
This report presents the findings of a rapid desk-based assessment and field 
evaluation on the site of proposed development at Tenby Road Filling Station, 
Llysonnen, Carmarthan. Despite the proximity of the proposed development site to the 
Via Julia Roman Road as it runs westwards from Carmarthen, no archaeological 
features were identified.  
 

1. Introduction 
1.1 Location and scope of work 

In January 2010, Cambrian Archaeological Projects undertook a rapid desk-based 
assessment and intrusive field evaluation at Tenby Road Filling Station, Llysonnen, 
Carmarthen in advance of the development of the site. 
 
The site is located 5km west of Carmarthen, on the northern side of the A40 (NGR: 
SN 36743 19287). The proposed development involves the extension of the current 
service station area to include additional parking, fuel pumps and a café. The 
development proposal has been submitted by Mr Richard Banks of Owen Banks 
Planning & Development Ltd, 43 Pottery Street, Llanelli, Carmarthenshire SA15 1SU 
acting as agents for Mr Mike Manning, of Tenby Road Filling Station, Llysonnen 
Road, Carmarthen, SA33 5DT. The local planning authority is Carmarthenshire CC 
and the planning application number is W/21821. 
 
The proposed development site lies within a field containing a linear crop mark that is 
thought to be the remains of a section of the Via Julia Roman Road that runs 
westwards from Carmathen to Wiston in Pembrokeshire. This is the first probable 
section of the road identified to the west of Carmarthen, although it has not been 
confirmed through excavation. As a result, Charles Hill of the Curatorial Section of 
Dyfed Archaeological Trust (DAT-HM) recommended that a brief desk-based 
assessment and intrusive field evaluation be carried out. The purpose of the brief 
desk-based assessment and intrusive field evaluation was to determine the 
archaeological potential of the site through the assessment of existing secondary 
documentary sources and the excavation of strategically positioned evaluation 
trenches. The aim of the works was elucidate the presence or absence of 
archaeological remains, their character, distribution, extent, condition and relative 
significance. This follows the requirements set out in Planning Policy WALES, 
March 2002, section 6.5 and Welsh Office circular 60/96. 

 
The work was undertaken by Dr Amelia Pannett (Project Manager) and Hywel Keen 
(Site Supervisor). 
 

1.2 Geology and Topography 
The proposed development site lies at approximately 30m OD in an area of Llanvirn 
rocks (mudstone, sandstone and siltstone). 
 

2. Archaeological and Historical Background 
The proposed development site lies 50m south of the presumed line of the Via Julia as 
it runs westwards from the Roman fort in Carmarthen to Wiston in Pembrokeshire. 
For much of the route the Via Julia follows the line of the modern A40, generally 
being located less than 1km from it.  
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The Via Julia Roman Road was unknown until the 1980s, when aerial photography 
revealed several sections as cropmarks (James et al 2002), with further sections 
subsequently identified as extant aggers. Around 38km of road have been identified to 
date, stretching from the Roman town of Moridvnvm (Carmathen) to Wiston where 
the road disappears. There are no known forts or settlements further west than 
Carmarthen, so the ultimate destination of the Via Julia is not known (K. Murphy pers 
comm.). 
 
Excavations carried out on a section of the road at Whitland, in advance of the 
construction of the bypass, revealed that it had been built in two phases. The primary 
phase of construction involved the laying of wooden drains and wooden raft 
foundations on the surface of the peat (James et al 2002). Both phases of road were 
built using cobbles and local flagstones. No finds were discovered, but dating from 
the wooden structures indicates the road was in use in the late 1st/early 2nd century AD 
(James et al 2002). 
 
The segment of road that lies adjacent to the proposed development site forms part of 
the Ffordd-las to Wenallt section of the Via Julia and is the first evidence for the road 
west of Carmarthen. Although the presence of the road has not been confirmed 
through excavation, a linear parch mark is visible in the aerial photographs running 
east/west across the local landscape (K. Murphy pers comm.). However, the 
identification of this parch mark as the line of the Roman road has been called into 
question as it takes an unusual route across the undulating topography (K. Murphy 
pers comm.). It is thought possible that the actual line of this section of the road lies 
closer to the modern A40, and may cross the proposed development site. 
 
It is thought unlikely that any roadside features would be found this far from the 
settlement at Carmarthen (K. Murphy pers comm.). 
 

3. Aims and Objectives 
The aims and objectives of the brief desk-based assessment and field evaluation were: 

• to establish the presence/absence of archaeological remains within the 
development area. 

• To provide sufficient information to allow mitigation against any adverse 
effects the proposed development may have on the buried archaeological 
resource. 

 
4. Archaeological Evaluation  

Following consultation with Charles Hill of DAT-HM two evaluation trenches were 
excavated. These were located to ensure the main areas of construction disturbance 
were covered. 
 
The evaluation trenches were excavated over 2 days in February in wet and cold 
conditions. 
 

4.1. Trench 1 
Trench 1 was located in the south-east corner of the proposed development site, 
within the footprint of the new café building. It was 17m in length (extended to avoid 
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services) and 1.8m wide, excavated to a depth of 0.6m. The trench was orientated 
approximately north/south. 
 
Underlying the topsoil (001) a compact mid-brown clay silt subsoil (002) was 
identified at the northern end of the trench. This subsoil was only revealed in the 
northern 8m of the trench, the topsoil overlying a loose gravel natural at the southern 
end. The evident truncation of the subsoil at the southern end of the trench is likely to 
be related to the digging of the service trench. A sondage was excavated through the 
natural to a depth of 1.5m to confirm that it was non-archaeological in origin.  
 
At the northern end of the trench, a roughly circular shallow bowl-shaped depression 
[003] was identified cut into the natural. This measured 1.5m in diameter, and was 
only partially revealed in the trench. It contained a stony mid-yellow/brown silt clay 
(004). No charcoal or finds were identified, and it is thought that the feature is natural.  
 

4.2 Trench 2 
 
Trench 2 was located immediately to the north of the current service station building, 
on the site of two proposed fuel pumps. The trench measured 11m in length by 1.8m 
wide, and was excavated to a maximum depth of 0.65m.  At the southern end of the 
trench a water pipe was identified and avoided.  
 
Underlying the topsoil (006) a compact mid-red/brown silty clay containing 
occasional stones was revealed. This was 0.5m in depth and overlay the loose gravel 
natural.  
 
At the northern end of the trench, a small oval cut [008] was identified. It measured 
0.35m in length by 0.25m wide, and was 0.1m deep with a rounded base. The cut was 
filled by a moderately compact mid-red/brown silt clay (009). In the western section 
of the trench at the northern end a concentration of moderately sized stones (c. 0.3m x 
0.3m x 0.1m) was identified. These on the surface of the natural, with no cut visible. 
There were no associated deposits to suggest that the stones were anthropogenic in 
origin.  
 
No finds or charcoal were identified. 
 

5.  Discussion and Conclusions 
Despite the proximity of the site to the presumed line of the Via Julia Roman Road, 
no traces of associated or contemporary activity were revealed in the evaluation 
trenches. While some truncation of topsoil and subsoil was identified, generally the 
deposits were intact. 
 
This section of the road lies several kilometres west of the Roman town and fort at 
Carmarthan, beyond the limits of any vicus settlement. It was therefore considered 
unlikely that any evidence for contemporary occupation or roadside activity would be 
found (K. Murphy pers comm.). The lack of evidence for the road itself demonstrates 
that if it does indeed run closer to the A40, as suggested (see above), it does not cross 
the proposed development site.  
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